You can’t run…

These Nary RSTC midshipmen may appear to be running from the Bob, but they’re actually participating in their bi-annual physical fitness test, which took place yesterday. The brisk 3-mile run around the lake is one of three tests they must pass to meet the Navy’s physical standards.

Estimate for tornado
damage at 2 million

NEW INDIANA ALCOHOL LEGISLATION TO ‘INCREASE BUSINESS’ AT SENIOR BAR

By JOHN WALTERS
Senior Staff Reporter

A new state law effective Sept. 12 abolished happy hours in Indiana but that’s not worrying managers at Senior Bar.

“If anything, it will increase our business,” said Kevin Morrissey, one of the club’s student managers.

“The happy hour law is designed to stop irresponsible drinking and irresponsible bartenders,” Morrissey said. “In Indiana, we are not permitted to have a period during the business day where the price of a drink can rise or fall,” said Lt. Larry Keane of the Indiana Excise Police.

“The prices of a drink may vary from day to day, but they must remain the same for the entire evening. Two-for-one drink specials are also prohibited under the new law,” Keane said.

While local tavern owners probably will feel the financial pinch of this legislation, the managers at Senior Bar said the law will be a boon for business.

“We don’t hold happy hours anyway,” said Morrissey. “None of our specials conflict with the happy hour law. Now students who may have been tempted to visit Bridge’s or Corby’s for a happy hour or one-for-one night might decide to stop in here instead,” he said.

Ciel Paulsen, advisor to Senior Bar, said the new law will pose no problems because the club does not offer happy hours.

“Our senior managers are more conscientious (than other tavern owners). Profit is not our primary concern. We want to run an efficient business and provide the of-age patrons and alumni with a fun place to congregate. We don’t encourage irresponsible drinking,” Paulsen said.

Area bar owners probably will find ways to get around the new law, Paulsen said.

Although she said the law was good news, she added that the “happy hour law” contains many loopholes. “Bars can still offer reduced drink prices on any night of the week, and they can fix the price of a drink while increasing the size of the container it’s served in,” Paulsen said.

Paulsen set up a workshop between Senior Bar managers and the Alcoholic Beverage Commission to discuss ways to encourage responsible drinking.

“We have the advantage of a dedicated crew and improved facilities,” Morrissey said, “but we have to be more careful than other bars. Our bartenders are students and they can be held liable for alcohol-related accidents. Plus, we must be strict in regards to carding, since we must answer to the University. That’s what the workshop was all about.”

Senior Bar has not become a lemonade stand, though. While 25-cent beer nights were abolished, 5-cent, 15-cent, 25-cent draft nights, along with import nights and other special events, will continue.

The club also has expanded to offer more than just liquid refreshment. “We’re going to serve pizza, subs and hot dogs,” said Morrissey, former manager of Dillon Hall food sales.

You can’t run…

SOUTH BEND, Ind. — A tornado that skipped through an industrial park and a residential area caused $2.1 million in damage to businesses, homes and vehicles civil defense officials said yesterday.

The slender funnel cloud that formed without warning Monday struck businesses in an industrial park, 25 homes in a nearby neighborhood and 20 cars and trucks. St. Joseph County Civil Defense director Don Germann said,

“This was a very, very fast event because there were no injuries,” he said.

City inspectors based the estimate on debris left by the windstorm.

An official damage estimate is necessary if civil defense officials decide to ask for eligibility to apply for disaster relief funds, Germann said.

“I’ve been trying to call the state offices this (morning) morning to see if they have a list of these places to see where we stand,” he said. “It’s hard to say because they keep changing the rules.”

Most of the damage, an estimated $1.3 million, occurred in the industrial park on the northwest side, officials said. South Bend Forge Inc., Transcon Lines Inc., American Tool and Die Inc. and Logan Industries, a wood products company, said the glass and the handicapped were damaged.

Damage to homes forced four families to live in week shelters while relatives work repair work, Germann said.

“It looks like the house was lifted from its foundation,” said Edmond Hageniers Jr., the owner of the house most heavily damaged by the tornado.
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By TRIPP BALZT Staff Reporter

Claiming their dorms are “like a sauna” and “unbearably hot,” residents of Pasquerilla East and West have submitted a written plea to the University requesting an investigation into a solution to the problem.

“During the past weekend it was very oppressive. There is no moving air here. If you go up on the fourth floor, it’s like walking into a cloud of stagnant air,” said Sister Joris Binder, recreationist of Pasquerilla East.

Notre Dame Physical Plant Director Don Dedrick disagreed with Binder. “There is no reason why the Pasquerillas should be hotter than Banlin (or any other dorm),” he said.

Over the weekend, lounges and study rooms were empty because of the heat. Students avoided sleeping in their dorms. Some chose to sleep on the floor with their doors open and their heads out in the hallways, Binder said.

“If we open up the fire doors, it’s against safety regulations,” Binder said. “And since we’re near the street, we can’t open the doors below and out back. The girls suffered in the heat this weekend rather than take a chance with security. I offered them the basement doon downstairs in the chapel. I don’t know how they made it this weekend.”

The Pasquerillas originally were designed with a condition. “That’s the problem,” Binder said. “Because of the design, windows in all the lounges can’t be opened, and the ones in the rooms can only be opened a little bit.”

The room windows tilt out from the bottom, so air can get up to dem arc them inside.

“Even then, the girls only had cross-ventilation if they and the residents across the hall leave both their doors and windows open,” Binder said.

Jos Thumun, a resident of Pasquerilla West, said, “Many doors were open (this past weekend).” When people were loud, you couldn’t shut the door because it was so hot.

The problem is worst in the dorm’s central lounges. Here the sun see PASQUERILLAS, page 4

PASQUERILLAS

Kidnapping van found

By CHRISTOPHER SKOBICZ
Senior Staff Reporter

The renovation of the LaFortune Student Center suffered a minor setback Tuesday night when a kidnapping on the Little Theater in the wake of last week’s rain.

The flooding happened a few times this summer, although we didn’t have a lot of rain,” said Germann.

“What’s happening is the storm sewer in the southeast corner of the building. The water just bubbled up like a fountain.”

Gorcis is not certain of the source of the flooding. One source of safety, explanation for the problem is a break in one of the many underground sewers, he said.

The cause of the break is equally mysterious to Don Dedrick in- charge. “Typically, the water won’t be breaking during the summer. According to Mr. Dedrick, the water was contained in a pipe.

The purpose for the underground plumbing project was to lay the twenty-four inch piping needed to transport clean water to the Memorial Library’s air conditioning system, said Sister Joris Binder.

“You’re going to need it in the spring, and it’s going to be needed in the fall,” said Sister Joris Binder.

Although the damage was minimal, the situation has caused some concern for Brother Frank Gorcis, laFortune’s manager.
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In Brief

The Students Activities Board at Notre Dame was assembling final evidence this week for submission to the Guin­ness World Records company to claim the undisputed title for participation in a musical chairs game. Board members claim their total of 5,151 participants during an all-campus picnic Friday surpassed the old record of 5,000 held by the State University of New York at Albany. A freshman from Garnerville, N.Y., William Patrick Bronson was awarded a color television set as the surviving chair holder. Faculty and administrative personnel at Notre Dame were present to verify the numbers participating, and at least one video tape of the event was recorded. The Observer

City firefighters in Evansville, Ind. have been ordered to stop burning condemned houses as training exercises by Mayor Michael Vandeveer. The mayor's office received complaints after two firefighters torched two vacant houses Monday, spokesman Gerry Grimm said. Fire Chief John Behme said hot weather probably made that day a poor choice for the exercise. "It was very hot," Behme said, "and the smoke just stayed on the ground. It probably bothered a lot of people." AP

What do an outstanding spokesman for the Catholic Church and an ex-convict/drug user have in common? Very little, except of course at one and the same place.

The choice of controversial speakers is certainly no secret. Michael Vore, chairman of the Ideas and Issues Committee which is responsible for Leary's and many other campus lecture invitations, believes they add a dimension of interest. "We're looking for people that will bring an unusual perspective to campus," he says.

In fact, Vore says he was chosen for his position because he promised to bring in controversial speakers. On his agenda for the future are Alice Hoffman, founder of the Tippe movement and one of the "Chicago Seven" tried for conspiring to incite riot.

In the past, other University departments have also raised a few eyebrows by sponsoring such speakers as Christian Tietz, president of the Playboy pornography empire, and liberal anti-choice feminist Eleanor Smeal.

"There is a perception on campus that the university body is conservative. I question that. Seeing the interest (the speakers generate) will prove that," Vore says.

Such lecturers also have the distinct advantage of drawing more attention and publicity. The Students Activities Board has made the most of this by playing up Leary's notorious presence over the fall semester. All available tickets to the Washington Hall appearance have been given out in advance, and as of last night there was a waiting line.

If Vore does receive any objections to the Leary lecture, he can be sure they will not come from the Notre Dame faculty. University officials have an open-speaker policy (stated in Dr. Lac) allowing students the freedom to choose speakers they wish.

Several decades ago, the University would not have allowed such a scenario. The inviting of such per­sonages would have been shocking and scandalous.

But Notre Dame has radically shifted ground in the balances of freedom. It says that notoriety is just as good a criterion as or better than the quality. The University recognizes this well.
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The Observer

Portuguese train crash claims at least 100 lives

Associated Press

VISEU, Portugal - More than 100 people were reported killed when an express train loaded with immigrant workers bound for France slammed into a domestic passenger train yesterday, according to firemen at the scene.

Prime Minister Mario Soares, who flew by helicopter to the crash site near this town in central Portugal, said the accident was the worst in the history of the country's railway system.

Firefighters and witnesses said cars in the two trains tipped over and burned into flames, setting a pine forest along the tracks on fire as well.

The domestic news agency, ANOP, and the state television, RTP, quoted the firemen giving the death figures.

ANOP also quoted police as saying there were another 140 injured. But RTP said it was difficult to determine the number of injured because they had been taken to many different hospitals.

According to railway officials, the accident occurred at 6:40 p.m., when the behind-schedule eastbound international train hit a Cointra-bound local train between the towns of Mangualde and NelIncorrect in the history of the country's railway system.

Alvaro Rodrigues, a ticket collector on one of the trains, told ANOP he managed to escape with two women when the cars they were riding in tipped over.

"I could do no more because flames were spreading through the carriage, and I feared explosions," he said.

Hospital authorities in Viseu, 185 miles northeast of the capital, Lisbon, appealed for donations of blood, and police asked people to stay away from the scene to facilitate removal of the dead and injured.

The domestic news agency, ANOP, and the state television, RTP, quoted the firemen giving the death figures. ANOP also quoted police as saying there were another 140 injured. But RTP said it was difficult to determine the number of injured because they had been taken to many different hospitals.

According to railway officials, the accident occurred at 6:40 p.m., when the behind-schedule eastbound international train hit a Cointra-bound local train between the towns of Mangualde and Nelhas in the mountainous Serra da Estrela region.

Alvaro Rodrigues, a ticket collector on one of the trains, told ANOP he managed to escape with two women when the cars they were riding in tipped over.

"I could do no more because flames were spreading through the carriage, and I feared explosions," he said.
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That's all, folks

Sophomore Sam Dempsey was lucky enough to get the last Michigan ticket from Don Dickinson yesterday. Students raced to Davis Faculty Hall at 5 p.m. after WVFI announced the hard-to-get tickets would be on sale there. The tickets were left over from last Friday's lottery.

One common cold virus ‘mapped’; vaccine a possibility

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A group of scientists headed by a Purdue University professor yesterday they have finally mapped one of the tiny viruses that cause the common cold, raising hopes for vaccines or other drugs to fight any number of life-threatening or merely pesky viral ailments.

The findings could lead to new progress against diseases ranging all the way from sniffles to multiple sclerosis to leukemia and perhaps even to the mysterious and deadly different viruses.

It was made clear, however, that drug-counter applications of his findings are still hopes rather than realities.

Rossman, whose Purdue team worked in collaboration with a University of Wisconsin group headed by Roland Rueckert, said there actually may never be a one-shot vaccine for colds because they can be caused by more than 100 different viruses.

Still, he said that in light of his group's findings, "it may be possible to find a cure for the cold that may not be along the lines of a classic vaccine," or, for example, that would attack not the virus itself but would interfere with the way the virus attaches to healthy cells.

"For this human perspective, from the point of view, from the scientific perspective, mankind's first encounter with a comet has to be ranked an unparalleled success," said NASA scientist Edward Smith.

The satellite, called the International Cometary Explorer, intercepted the comet Giacobini-Zinner 44 million miles above Earth and spent 20 minutes traveling through a tail 14,000 miles wide.

Its mission was to sample space plasma, the electrically charged matter that occupies most of the limitless void.

Fears that dust might cloud the spacecraft's electricity producing solar panels and erase its ability to transmit data proved groundless. So did worries that even a gravel-sized particle could change the direction of the satellite's antenna away from Earth.

"It looks like very little happened to it," flight director Robert Fquist, who had given the satellite only a 50-50 chance, said at the Goddard Space Flight Center.

With their achievement, American scientists beat the Soviet Union - which is seeking to launch two much more expensive and sophisticated satellites to intercept the better-known Halley's comet next spring - to the punch.

The preliminary results showed that the comet was preceded by some sort of shockwave, much like that of a boat plowing through the water. Some scientists who had predicted there would be such a bowshock were puzzled.

"We see some kind of phenomena which looks like it's associated with shock and yet we're having difficulty identifying the shock," Smith said.

S. Jane Smullin, of Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico said there was evidence of what could be a bowshock seven hours before the satellite got to the tail.

"In this shock-like region, conditions are very turbulent and you really couldn't get a very good handle on exactly what the situation was because things changed so rapidly," he said. "But after a while things settled down and we saw a hot electron plasma at temperatures of about half a million degrees for a while.

Some scientists had thought that the comet, making a turn around the sun, might produce a little influence on its space surroundings. But the satellite's encounter showed, one scientist said, that "there is a particle accelerator in the sky."

Particle accelerators, which sometimes cause storms, had been predicted to play a role for the development of such advanced machinery.

First comet-satellite encounter a success

Associated Press

GREENBELT, Md. - A hardly lucky satellite glided unscathed through the tail of a comet and temperatures of one-half million degrees yesterday, in the first on-the-spot sampling of material that could be as much the size of a comet in human history.

Researchers said the satellite's instruments were very turbulent and you could see the shockwave moving through the coma, being followed by a tail of a millionth of a centimeter gives particle accelerators a headstart.

"I think my head has been most concerned with understanding viruses, but he also said the new results made a drug against colds "much more valuable, doubtless," Rossmann said.

Seeing the cold virus' structure in detail down to three hundred millionths of a centimeter gives scientists crucial clues on how the virus attaches to healthy cells, he said. He described a 20-sided, soccer-ball-shaped organism with a pocked shell surrounding a core of the genetic material ribonucleic acid.

Possible cold defenses suggested by such information include development of a drug that would mimic the receptors where the virus can attach to healthy cells, said David Kingbury, assistant director of the National Science Foundation for biological, behavioral and social sciences. Such a drug might attract and soak up the viruses before they could bring on the sneezes and sniffles some very turbulent and you really couldn't get a very good handle on exactly what the situation was because things changed so rapidly," he said. "But after a while things settled down and we saw a hot electron plasma at temperatures of about half a million degrees for a while.
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Some scientists had thought that the comet, making a turn around the sun, might produce a little influence on its space surroundings. But the satellite's encounter showed, one scientist said, that "there is a particle accelerator in the sky."

Particle accelerators, which sometimes cause storms, had been predicted to play a role for the development of such advanced machinery.
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Drug-running parachutist killed; $41 million worth of cocaine found

Associated Press

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. - A heavily armed parachutist, wearing a bullet proof vest and carrying a huge amount of cocaine, fell to his death in a residential driveway early yesterday when his chute failed, police said.

"I got up to shave and looked out my window and saw him," said Fred Myers, 85, who discovered the body yesterday morning. "It looks like he jumped out with too heavy a load." His wife, a victim of the same parachute, was identified as Andrew Carter Thornton II, of Paris, Tenn.

"It was a trickle of blood from his nose that had dried on each cheek. Other than that he looked OK," Johnson said. "He was lying on his back with his knapsack half under him."

Med Narcotics Squad Lt. Jerry Day said the man was "running for this area and there was probably someone supposed to meet him."

Detective Charles Coleman said the death appeared to be an accident.

"He had several IDs on him, all different. We're checking to see which one is his," said Coleman.

The victim's main parachute apparently failed to open and the reserve chute had been deployed, Coleman said.

LaFontte continued from page 1

water, they had to cross-crawl a lot of other pipes and may have broken the lower pipe inadvertently," Gorich said.

"The Dyke Co. had to dig down 18 to 20 feet, running from LaFonte, past Cavanaugh and Zahn, all the way to the steam plant. It was their digging that necessitated the new sod between Cavanaugh and Zahn," said Gorich.

Because the pipes are underground, Gorich could not offer an estimate of the cost of the repairs. He did remark that the repairs could run "from $100 to several thousand dollars depending on the extent of damage."

Dedrick said he was available for comment.

Pasquerillas continued from page 1

beats down on large windows that cannot be opened, further heating the already warm rooms.

"When the elevator reaches the fourth floor, you step out and feel heat coming in the lobby," said one resident.

"We're not pushing for air-conditioning," Brender said. "We just need real, cross-ventilation. Now it's cool inside, but how can you get that in? We don't have a fan to get this statement out," she said.

Last spring, Pasquerilla East President Carter Hand asked University officials and the Hall Presidents' Council to find a solution to the problem.

She sent out six copies of her appeal, one of which was addressed to Dedrick. Dedrick told her the solution would not arrive in the immediate future.

Dedrick and an architect from Minneapolis then went through both dorms. The architect later wrote that the only way to alleviate the problem in the Pasquerillas would be to use air-conditioning. The two men concluded that a huge fan system would not solve the problem because it only would replace hot inside air with hot outside air.

Hand said at an HPC meeting last spring that the heat in the dorms was a "health hazard." "Mr. Dedrick has been very helpful. He said he hadn't realized the problem was so bad and was glad that I had pointed it out," Hand said at the meeting.

Dedrick told Hand at that time that he would recommend that the dorms be air-conditioned.

"More recently, however, Dedrick said that although the Pasquerillas are designed to accept air-conditioning, their air exhaust system is not worse than those of other dorms.

"The air circulation is better than in other dorms. There are fans in the two dorms that move air through the halls," Dedrick said.

He said he did not know whether the Pasquerillas would be air-conditioned or not. "I just can't see that it will occur in the near future," Dedrick said.

Dedrick said that bigger fan systems considered earlier would entail a great expense and air conditioning would be even more costly.

He said she does not think in terms of remedying the problem will die down. "The whole dorm has feelings about this. Last weekend the girls were so concerned they went to a hotel to escape the heat. Two guys from Montana and Holy Cross were here a few days ago complaining about the heat in their dorms, and they didn't believe how hot it was in here," she said.

"It's a desperate reaching out for air," said Binder. "I use to live in Lewis, and it was worse here. I believe the ventilation in this dorm is worse than the others on campus."
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Entire campus was unprepared for any disaster

Steven Horst

guest column

But the comfort I take in this fact is more than offset by the realization that, had a tornado struck Notre Dame, the damage done in terms of injury and loss of life would have been tragically and unnecessarily high. The sirens we heard are sounded when a tornado is in the area, as oblivious to the ordinary as to the emergency. People would at least realize that some sort of emergency was at hand. But if it were to strike with a tornado which would probably start thinking more seriously about the sirens, you are close enough to hear the sirens, you are close enough to take some sort of cover.

What happened at Notre Dame when the sirens were sounded? I was in O'Shaughnessy Hall at the time. I had been walking toward the student center, where the campus television studio is located. I was able to see the entire campus go to black, and I was able to see the people on the television screens. The campus was empty, and people were running toward the student center. The campus television studio was a hub of activity, and people were working on the television screens to make sure that the campus was safe. The sirens were sounded when a tornado was in the area, and people were running toward the student center to make sure that the campus was safe.

The dean's office did not know what to do and evidently had not been prepared in what measures to take in the event that they be shattered by an emergency. When they called personnel, they were given the edifying advice that if they felt unsafe, they could go to the basement. Perhaps most alarming of all were the confusions of individuals. One person wondered whether she should drive home during the warning despite the fact that a tornado was currently being tracked in the very area she would be driving through. Personally, I live in one of the paste-board apartment complexes that you always see the remains of on the evening news after a tornado has struck, so I was quite glad to be home at the time. Others, when the word tornado was mentioned, said, "Oh, is that what those sirens were? I wondered." One person I asked to think they must have been testing the sirens, despite the fact that they routinely do this on Thursday, and do not do it four times in the space of a half-hour.

I cannot wonder what would have happened had catastrophe struck on campus - either in the form of a tornado or in the shape of a bomb attack from a foreign power. I find it most alarming that people seem unable to recognize the existence of dreadfully dangerous conditions. But if it is anything more disturbing that the school appears able to do so little to alert people to the presence of an emergency or to educate them in the proper measures to take in such an event. Finally, I am quite confused by people's priorities. Getting into a hallway or a basement while tornado sirens are booming from two away may be bothersome, but it is certainly far more important than finishing the day's lecture or getting to dinner early. I hope, as we all do, that disaster never strikes here; but if it does, I pray that everyone will be more ready than they were on Monday.

Steven Horst is a graduate student in philosophy.

Decision to go coed at Saint Mary's weighed

Well girls - are we ready to let the guys in to stay? The idea of turning Saint Mary's into a coed college has been discussed for many years but the plans have never advanced past the talking stage. It is time to hear Saint Mary's girl's views on the subject. It is obvious that most of the girls would be ecstatic at the thought of having guys on campus. But after that initial excitement wears off, most girls would probably start thinking more seriously about the changes that a coed college would bring. Let us now pretend that the plans have been made - the contract reading. "On the date of Jan. 1, 1986, the all-girls college, St. Mary's of Notre Dame, will become a coed college." Isn't this what we have all been waiting for? What problems could possibly occur? Why don't we go over some of the positive and not so positive effects that would be likely to occur if Saint Mary's College went coed.

Garry Trudeau

Donnesbury

Because of a shipping error, Donnesbury arrived late this week. The entire week's strips will be run in sequence today and tomorrow.

Quote of the day

"Beauty is truth, truth beauty - that is all ye know on earth, and all ye need to know." - John Keats (1795-1821) "Ode to a Grecian Urn"
After eight decades, US must oppose apartheid

In recent months, white repression of black protest in South Africa has dominated our television screens. Police men wielding whips and pistols have reappeared and rounded up thousands of bedroom Agitators. The latest armored cars have used excessive firepower, almost 700 protesters have died. President Botha has declared a state of emergency and there has been a run on the South African currency, the Rand.

Peter Walshe
guest column

Blacks, denied any normal outlet for their political protests, their leaders detained and their meetings banned, have turned to the mourning and burying of their dead into liturgies of defiance and hope. Well-known figures like Bishop Desmond Tutu and Fathers Allan Boesak have been at the headstones, legitimizing black outrage, attempting to limit the escalating violence on both sides and calling for negotiations between the regime and legitimate black leaders.

The immediate cause of the current wave of unrest was the imposition, last year, of a new constitution. This maintained the essential principle of apartheid and established an executive presidency with near dictatorial power. It also created separate ethnic parliaments and entrenched overall white control. Africans were completely excluded.

This arrogant assertion of white power triggered spontaneous protests and the formation of the United Democratic Front. Tutu and Boesak were among the Front's patrons and it quickly became the main vehicle of popular opposition to apartheid. One result is the very visible African street patrol that has been seen in Pretoria.

Boesak himself was arrested last week as he was trying to lead a march on Pollsmorne Prison where Nelson Mandela is being held.

Mandela has become the symbol of a black struggle in South Africa that goes back a long way. By the second half of the 19th century, after resistance of tribal leaders had been crushed by the superior firepower of whites, a new strain of leadership emerged from the defeated Afrikaners. In 1877, the ANC's first president, President John Dube of the African National Congress, was elected.
When he does and she doesn't
Child-free marriages on the increase

Associated Press

"To be or not to be" child-free is a decision that can divide otherwise loving couples and often it is the woman who does not want children and the man who does. The 1983 Census revealed that up to 40 percent of married women in their early 20s chose to remain childless, according to an article in the September issue of Cosmopolitan. While 10 percent of women in their late 30s made the same choice.

They are backed in their decision by recent studies of childless women that show the same degree of happiness, maturity and satisfaction attained by parents can be had by those who do not have children.

A counselor at the American Institute of Family Relations said that households in which the man wants a child and the woman does not are not uncommon.

Most couples reach a decision about parenting before marriage, but some marry assuming they agree on children, only to learn later that they do not. Child care therapist Merle Bombardieri said others drift into nondecision, which sometimes ends with an "accidental" pregnancy.

"Reaching a decision is difficult, and as child-free broadcaster and author Betty Blythe has said: "Look, I feel I missed something, which I'm occasionally wistful about, but that doesn't mean I'm sorry or that I wouldn't make the same decision if I had to do it all over again. I think people who do have children miss something too."

Los Angeles psychologist Diane Elvenstar Medved advises couples to place the highest priority on their relationship when trying to reach a decision on parenthood on needs and goals, rather than feelings of obligation.

"If thinking about having a baby makes you depressed, you know you're not ready to have one," she said. "On the other hand, if imagining sterility causes sways of happiness and depression, parenthood is more important than you realize."

Couples struggling with this problem often experience feelings of helplessness, frustration and anger, as well as tension and anxiety. Taking openly and honestly will help. Writer LeeAn Lowe, the mother of two children who wanted her current relationship to be childfree, offered these suggestions for keeping discussion direct and forthright:

• Listen to your partner without anger, and express in words your understanding of his position.
• Don't assume you can read his mind or that he can read yours. Ask questions about his feelings and explain your own.
• Concentrate on feelings and avoid accusations and hostile outbursts.
• Recognize that you are partners and there is no right or wrong in this situation.

Psychologist Bombardieri said women who have had children by a first marriage and want a child-free second marriage may be in a special category. She said they may be affected by the unpleasantness of the first marriage, and she recommends they consider how parenthood would be different with a second husband.

In her own case, author Lowe said in Cosmopolitan that she and her partner have decided to postpone a decision on children and she added, "Meanwhile, I feel confident our eventual decision will be made by not default but by choice - and together."

"There were 10 million Democrats better than Jimmy Carter. There are 20 million Republicans better than Reagan and Ford. Any 10 percent could have figured out the Cold War," said Leary.

Leary has spoken at Notre Dame twice before, the last time being in 1978. He also reflected on his experiences from his 1968 visit.

Whenever Leary spoke back then, he always had to debate an official government person. In 1968, he and Sidney Cohen squared off at Notre Dame.

The students asked Leary why he was here and he responded, "To question authority." Next they asked Cohen his reason for being on stage. He replied, "I came for the money. The students cheered Cohen.

"Notre Dame was into the 60s in the 60s," said Leary. "I'm a humanist. The hope of the human race lies in the United States of America," said Leary. "The genius of America is that we have the power to think for ourselves. There will be an explosion of intelligence in the future. Everything in my power is done to encourage TYFQA."

Those students who were unable to obtain tickets, which were given out in a scant hour, will have a chance to hear Leary when he speaks on the patio at the Fieldhouse Mall from 12:10 until 12:20.

His lecture at Washington Hall commences at 8 p.m. and is bound to be filled with further acronyms and witty comments.

SRT. Scum rises to the top. That's the power of beauracracy.

An interesting sidelight to that story is that his campaign slogan was "Come Together. Join the Party," which prompted a friend of Leary's, the man by the name of John Lennon, to write the campaign song. The song was entitled "Come Together," which later became one of the Beatles big hits.

When asked of his present political view, Leary responded with another acronym.

"SRT. Scum rises to the top. That's the power of beauracracy," said Leary.

Leary is better known, however, as a leading figure during the decade we refer to as "The 60s."

"The greatest explosion of individual self-confidence occurred in the 60s. We challenged the world in the direction of individual pride and self-confidence," said Leary.

"The Baby Boom phenomenon took place in 1945 and they totally dominated society," said Leary. "They hit high school and college age and said 'Treat me as an individual.'"

Leary is also well known among political circles. He ran unsuccessfully against Ronald Reagan in a bid to become governor of California in 1969.
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Cocoon

Refreshing summer flick warms hearts this fall

Mary Ellen Harrington

Movie review

Cocoon ★★★

Playing at the University Park Cinema

Cocoon is a film that is sure to carry the film. And a wonderful film it is. As the story progresses both the Antareans and the humans make discoveries about themselves and each other. As Brimley and Dennehy, the leaders of the two groups, match wits with their respective people, they develop a respect and friendship for each other. After an unwittingly human caused accident drains the life-saving power from the pool, endangering the cocoon's Antareans have come to rescue and leaving the retirees permanently without its benefits, the two groups join forces and reach a decision saving both the Antareans and the humans.

It is ultimately a story of love. Love between husband and wife, a young couple, peoples of different cultures and grandparents and their grandchildren. It is this latter relationship which causes the film's dramatic conclusion. Let us suffice it to say that everything works out in the end.

Overall, the story is at once refreshing, touching and humorous, and the performances, especially those of the older actors, are of the highest caliber. It is a film that is sure to please people of all ages, including our own, and best of all is a great way to forget the September heat.

Above: Gwen Verdon and Don Ameche, Wilford Brimley and Maureen Stapleton, Jessica Tandy and Home Crump, and Herta Ware and Jack Gεen Verdon share the bill in this summer's blockbuster "Cocoon," directed by Ron Howard. Left: Ron Howard jokes with Steve Guttenberg, one of the youngsters in the cast of "Cocoon."

Who done it?' lacks originality, spark

Maureen Farley

Movie review

Compromising Positions ★★★

Playing at Town and Country Theatre

Compromising Positions, directed by Ron Howard, jokes with Steve Guttenberg, one of the youngsters in the cast of "Cocoon."
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Just as he did last summer with the hit comedy "splash," director Ron Howard had another delightful film this summer in "Cocoon." For those of you who missed it, it is still playing at the University Park Mall cinema. The story of a south Florida retirement community's "close encounter" with a rescue team from a distant planet was one of the summer's biggest movies. And for good reason.

The film is cast by veteran actors Don Ameche, Wilford Brimley, Hume Cronyn, Jessica Tandy, Gwen Verdon and Home Crump as the retirees. Brian Dennehy and Tabitha Welch play the Antareans, and Steve Guttenberg portrays the boat owner they hire to carry out their mission.

Brimley, Ameche and Cronyn as Ben, Art and Joe, the three most adventurous members of the community, do a marvelous job. When they discover the "fountain of youth" left by the Antareans in a neighboring swimming pool, one can literally see their years drop­ping. They and their wives turn the town of St. Petersburg on its ear, dancing, bowling and doing all manner of things "unbefitting" to people of their age.

The film also shows a tragic side to old age. While their friends are enjoying a second youth, Gifford watches his wife decline and finally die, unwilling to accept the "miracle cure" of the pool. The miracle too has its drawbacks. The renewed vigor of the few residents of the village causes jealousy and dis­mission, until finally the secret leaks and causes horrible repercus­sions for the Antareans.

The older actors' performances overshadow those of the younger cast members, especially Welch and Guttenberg. While these two do a fine job portraying a couple of love, they haven't the experience and screen savvy of the veteran performers. It is the latter who carry the film.

And a wonderful film it is. As the story progresses both the Antareans and the humans make discoveries about themselves and each other. As Brimley and Dennehy, the leaders of the two groups, match wits with their respective people, they develop a respect and friendship for each other. After an unwittingly human caused accident drains the life-saving power from the pool, endangering the cocoon's Antareans have come to rescue and leaving the retirees per­manently without its benefits, the two groups join forces and reach a decision saving both the Antareans and the humans.

It is ultimately a story of love. Love between husband and wife, a young couple, peoples of different cultures and grandparents and their grandchildren. It is this latter relationship which causes the film's dramatic conclusion. Let us suffice it to say that everything works out in the end.

Overall, the story is at once refreshing, touching and humorous, and the performances, especially those of the older actors, are of the highest caliber. It is a film that is sure to please people of all ages, including our own, and best of all is a great way to forget the September heat.

"Who done it?' lacks originality, spark

"Compromising Positions, directed by Ron Howard, jokes with Steve Guttenberg, one of the youngsters in the cast of "Cocoon."

"Compromising Positions," at first glance, seems to be a delightful mixture of comedy and mystery. Presented with such a title, how could one hope to be bored? Read on.

The plot revolves around the mysterious murder of an upright, upstanding oral sur­gion, Bruce Fleckstein. A Pillar of the community type. Get the picture? However, soon after his death, rumors start flying. One hears whispers over the back fence, low voices on the patio and the word spreads. Our friend Bruce was involved with pornog­raphy trafficking via the mob. (Gaap.)

Granted, even this tidbit of information would be of passing interest to us except for one minor detail. Pictures start turning up. Pictures of women, Married women. As natural. In (what else?) compromising positions. Let your imagination run wild for a moment. I'll wait.

Enter Judith, our heroine, played by Susan Sarandon. It becomes her burning desire to track down Fleckstein's killer. We await her first move with bated breath. And this, is where our story starts to sound its death knell. Instead of exploding into a maze of mystery and intrigue as Judith tracks down the villain, the plot becomes dated; trite.

Sarandon's character seems to be caught in a web of shallow, one-dimensional relation­ships. The scenes which should have inspired terror, humor, compassion, or even love, merely inspire apathy.

The problem wasn't the movie's concept, which I found delightful. It was the manner in which the concept was presented that made me want to get up and leave.

"Compromising Positions" couldn't seem to offer any shred of originality or flair to the age-old question: "Who done it?" And this is the movie's downfall. However, aside from it's obvious problems, the movie does furnish some relatively good acting in the form of Judith Sing, who plays Nancy, Sarandon's best friend, and Raul Julia, playing Saurer, the chief inspector. Their interplay with Saran­don shines like a diamond amidst the wreckage of the script.

The victim of this movie isn't the mur­dered Fleckstein. It is Judith, the freelance investigator.

The victims of "Compromising Positions" are Steve Guttenberg and Maureen Stapleton. Jessica Tandy and Home Crump, and Herta Ware and Jack Gεen Verdon share the bill in this summer's blockbuster "Cocoon," directed by Ron Howard. Left: Ron Howard jokes with Steve Guttenberg, one of the youngsters in the cast of "Cocoon."
NASCAL Circuit/More: You're looking for a great way to spend your Friday night? Look no further than the Nascar Circuit! With thrilling races and excitement on every lap, this is the place to be. Call (888) 555-1234 for more information.

Lost & Found:
Lost: Gold Seiko watch, last Friday night at the Indiana University basketball game. Reward offered for return. Contact John at 239-5678.

Found: Black wallet at "Karate Class," St. Louis Park, MN. Please call (612) 555-1234.

Professional Boxing returns to South Bend, in 8:30 p.m. Friday at the Century Center. Tickets are on sale at the Century Center box office. For more information, call 239-6100.

A karate course is being offered by NV A on Mondays beginning Sept. 23. Anyone who is interested should register at the Century Center box office.

Interhall officers are needed for football and soccer. For more information, contact the Century Center office at 239-6100.

Bengals will stay with new alignment

Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Cincinnati Bengals Coach Sam Wyche says his team probably will use what he called a "flip formation" at Sunday's game in St. Louis.

The Bengals used the formation in last Sunday's 28-24 loss to the Seattle Seahawks. Though the Bengals didn't win the game, the formation did work with Seattle's acks a few times, Wyche said.

Wyche put wide receivers cris Collinsworth and Freddie Bryant on the same side of the field. Seattle continued using five defensive backs and double coverage on Brown and Collinsworth. And toward the end of the game, the Seahawks reacted the "right way," Wyche said.

"They overthrottled ... and took a guess on which way. They stopped us on that last drive. We ended up making a first down after that, but that play was very important. We didn't come up the fourth quarter," Wyche said.
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If Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Browning had AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, it would have been a terrible loss for English literature.

And of course, she wouldn't have had to restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's length, either.

After all, you can always think of one more way to tell someone you love them when you're on the phone.

Let us count the ways you can save. Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate on your state-to-state calls.

Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your state-to-state calls.

So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, choose AT&T. Because with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you can satisfy your heart's desire without exhausting your means. Reach out and touch someone.
SMC tennis team crushes IU/PU, but drops 5-4 match to St. Francis

By PAMELA CUISICK
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's tennis team traveled to St. Francis College yesterday and split two matches by shutting out Indiana University/Purdue University at Fort Wayne 9-0, and falling short of a victory against St. Francis College by a match score of 5-4. TheBelles split against the two fellow NAIA District teams to improve their season record to 1-3.

Under the leadership of first-year coach Lee Lacy, the Belles are on the upswing and look to the District tournament to show their cumulative strength and experience.

Against IU/PU/Fort Wayne, the Belles had no problems on their way to victory. Anne Drabola led the way for the Belles at No. 1 singles by claiming her match when her opponent retired early with a final score of 6-4, 6-4, 3-1. Teammate Valerie Falbo was victorious at the No. 2 singles spot 6-3, 6-4.

Dominating the entire match, Shawn Boyd won easily 6-2, 6-1, 6-3, No. 3, while the No. 4 position was won, 6-1, 6-0, by Belle Kim Drabola. Also a winner, Brep Heratra subdued her opponent by a score of 6-0, 6-0, 6-3. Because Saint Mary's had already claimed the match by winning all singles matches, IU/PU/Fort Wayne forfeited the doubles matches to wrap things up.

“We were very happy with our performance in the Indiana matches,” Laverie said. “Our singles players are regaining the confidence needed to improve with every game. We just have to keep up the good work.”

Although the Belles seem to be improving, they could not pull things together against St. Francis. The team struggled and fell short of a win by one match.

The Belles won their matches against St. Francis at No. 4, No. 5 and No. 6 singles as well as No. 2 doubles.

“I encourage the runners to talk to each other. It is a little hard to get used to it, but they gradually did.”

By following this philosophy, last year’s team put a quick end to races. In one race (the National Catholic Invitational), our seven runners finished in a 38-second spread. It was unbelievable,” Plane said. “Usually we do 55 to 60 seconds.

“I believe Dame would come in, and the race would be over.”

This season the Irish will run twice at home. The site of the meets is the Burke Memorial Golf Course. According to Plane, the course is very flat and very fast, with just a few bumpy.

Irish continued from page 16

team during the spring and ran well in the week before.

“Mechrich won the mile at the Millrose Games. He also ran a 905 two-mile.”

Tyler said he also is high on the underclassmen.

“We have some good freshmen and good returning runners, so I’m not worried anymore,” Tyler said. “I’m really psyched.”

Plane said there are ten runners who could possibly make the starting seven. Those seven will be revealed tomorrow when the Irish travel to Columbus, Ohio, for their season-opening meet against Ohio State, Michigan State and Missouri Baptist.

In preparation for this season, the team has followed a workout consisting mostly of overdistance runs and FCRs (fast continuous runs). During these runs, Plane has emphasized the team concept by encouraging the runners to run as a group.

“They have to run in a pack,” he said. “I have yet to see a successful cross-country team that did not run in a pack.”

By doing this, Plane said, “we are getting better with every race.

“I think we will definitely improve our unit this season,” he added.

Holland has been identified as a friend of Strong’s and has been linked by others to cocaine use.

Parker testified that Strong also sold the drug to former Pirates teammates Lee Lacy, Dale Berra, John Milner and Rod Scooy.

The two-time National League batting champion said he stopped using cocaine after four years because it was hurting his performance and interfering with his personal life and because his friends who used it were “out of control.”

He said he was introduced to Strong in a Pittsburgh hotel room in 1980 by Dusty Baker and Derril Thomas, then members of the Los Angeles Dodgers. He did not say if the four men used cocaine then.

Parker testified that Strong first sold him cocaine in Pittsburgh in 1981 in the presence of pitcher Al Holland, then with the San Francisco Giants and now with the California Angels.

“I wanted to get married, and that was more important to me than cocaine. I had a daughter. She was more important to me than cocaine.”

The Reds right fielder said he hasn’t used the drug since he was signed by to Cincinnati as a free agent after the 1983 season through the week.

“It was aateur. He was more important to me than cocaine.”

“The Reds right fielder said he hasn’t used the drug since he was signed by to Cincinnati as a free agent after the 1983 season through the week.

“He said goodbye to Folsom Prison and cell-block-mate Charles Manson in July of ’76. He’s since debated G. Gordon Liddy, really gotten into computers, and started his own software company. Thus, tonight’s lecture: HIGH TECHNOLOGY: THE 60s THRU THE 80s The Future Perspectives Series

To All Those Who Got Tickets To See Timothy Leary

Apprently there’s a problem on this campus. People get tickets for free events, and then decide not to go. If you’ve decided not to see Leary, please return your tick to The Book Store. Other people want ‘em. Thanx.
Presence of Nicklaus is a real shot in the arm' for Milwaukee Open

Associated Press

MILWAUKEE - The young turks may be taking over the PGA tour, but Jack Nicklaus still is the draw.

Ask the organizers of the Greater Milwaukee Open, who are overjoyed to have Nicklaus in a tournament field minus Ryder Cup competitors, including defending GM champion Mark O'Meara and local favorite and U.S. open champion Andy North.

"It's a real shot in the arm" and should boost gate receipts, said GM spokesman John Abaya.

The 18th annual GM was scheduled to begin today at Tucker Country Club in nearby Franklin. The $300,000 four-day tournament will go 72 holes on the par 36-

Left-bander Tom Browning, 16-9, who was barely 3 years old when he tossed a no-hitter for his seventh consecutive victory and the most by a rookie pitcher in the majors this season.

"I'm not approaching it any differently than any other tournament," the younger Nicklaus said.

But Nicklaus probably is here only because he's having an off year, one in which he hasn't won a tournament as his sometime father-son event organizers say never has occurred.

"If I'm playing ahead of him, I'll probably be looking over my shoulder to see how he's doing," the elder Nicklaus said of his sometime caddy. "It won't be any problem."

Notable players in the announced field were: George Burns, coming off a win last week in the Bank of Boston Classic; Roger Mahlir, who's among the top 10 moneywinners on the tour, two-time 1985 tour winner Joey Sindelar; and tour regular Andy Bean.

Jack Nicklaus II, the 23-year-old son of the "Golden Bear," also will compete in the PGA tour stop, a father-son event organizers say never has occurred.

"If I'm playing ahead of him, I'll probably be looking over my shoulder to see how he's doing," the elder Nicklaus said of his sometime caddy. "It won't be any problem."

Ricks, Tim Franklin, Ken Wilson, and Frank Hobart. From front to back on right: David Ricks, Tom Franklin, Greg Wilson, and Wes Hobart.

45-year-old Nicklaus played in the tournament as an amateur in 1961 when it was played at North Hills Country Club, finishing three strokes behind winner Bruce Crampton.

"You're darn right I intend to win some tournaments," Nicklaus said at a news conference Tuesday. But then the winner of 70 tour events and 17 major championships said he wasn't really sure what he wanted to do with the rest of his playing career.

"If my family wasn't playing, I probably wouldn't be playing," he continued.

The ball sliced gracefully into left-center field, falling in front of Mariner, who fielded it on one bounce.

Rose tied the record last Sunday in Chicago, going 2-for-5 against the Cubs for career hits No. 4,190 and 4,191. He returned home Monday in a much to the relief of Reds o -r Marge Schott, thousands of fans who wanted to take their part in history and not Rose himself. They all wanted the record-breaker to come in Cincinnati.

But Rose did not play in the series-opener against Padres right-hander Dave Dravecky. Tuesday night, Rose started against Padres right-hander Mark Huyke but went hitless in four at-bats. He hadn't had a hit in the last six at-bats and, for the fifth time in the past nine games, he had gone hitless.

Rose was able to get to Show right away, though, last night as he lined the first-inning single and a later double, and scored both Cincinnati runs to lead the Reds to an emotion-filled 2-0 victory over the Padres. Left-hander Tom Browning, 16-9, who was barely 3 years old when Rose broke into the major leagues with the Reds in 1963, tossed a five-hitter for his seventh consecutive victory and the most by a rookie pitcher in the majors this season.
**Tudor, Cedeno boost St. Louis**

**Associated Press**

NEW YORK — John Tudor pitched a three-hitter for his third straight shutout and Cesar Cedeno knocked in the 10th inning with a home run last night, giving the St. Louis Cardinals a 1-0 victory over the New York Mets that tied the two teams for first place in the National League East.

Tudor, 18-8, won for the 17th time in his last 18 decisions and helped the Cardinals break a four-game losing streak. The left-hander fielded the Mets hitless until the sixth, when pinch-hitter Vinny Castilla led off with a soft single to center.

A leadoff single in the eighth by Darryl Strawberry was New York's only other hit until Wally Backman led off the 10th with an infield single off Tudor, who struck out seven and walked two.

The loss went to Jesse Orosco, 5-8, who relieved Dwight Gooden in the 10th.

**Dodgers stretch lead**

**ATLANTA** — Mike Marshall knocked in four runs with three hits in the first five innings, Greg Brock hit his 20th home run of the year and Fernando Valenzuela hit his first home run in the majors last night, giving the St. Louis Cardinals a 4-1 victory over the Atlanta Braves.

Valenzuela, improving to 17-9, won eight of his last nine decisions against the Braves, counting victory while allowing five hits and a run in six innings.

The winning pitcher also began the scoring with a one-out homer off starter and loser Steve Bedrosian, 6-12, to tie the score at 1-1. It was the first of two straight bedrosian gaffes up to the inning.

Cubs, Pirates 3, 1

**PITTSBURGH** — Leon Durham hit a solo homer to snap a tie and Gary Matthews singled home an insurance run to give the Chicago Cubs a 3-1 victory over Pittsburgh last night and send the Pirates' Jose DeLeon to his 17th defeat.

With the score tied 1-1 in the seventh, Durham hit his 18th homer of the season off DeLeon.

**NL Roundup**

Dave Owen led off the eighth with a single, moved to second on Bob Dernier's bunt and scored when Matthews lined a single to left.

DeLeon has lost seven straight decisions since he last won on June 14.

The win went to Ron Merithid, 3-2, who retired the only batter he faced when he got Jason Thompson to hit into a double play in the sixth. Jay Bailey earned his first save by working the last three innings.

**AL Roundup**

The victory was the fourth consecutive for Toronto. The Blue Jays extended their lead to 1-1 down to 1-2 games over the New York Yankees in the American League East.

Fernandez opened the seventh with a single to center and after moving to second on a sacrifice bunt, he scored on Rich Adams' flyout.

**Quirk, Orta RBIs beat Angels**

**TORONTO** — Lloyd Moseby singled home Tony Fernandez from second base to snap a 2-2 tie in the seventh inning as the Toronto Blue Jays defeated Detroit 3-2 last night, sending the Tigers to their seventh straight defeat.

**Rangers 6, A's 3**

**OAKLAND, Calif.** — Mike Mason and Greg Harris combined on a six-hitter and Ellis Valentine scored three runs as the Texas Rangers defeated the Oakland A's 6-3 Wednesday.

**20% Discount**

**University Park Mall and Concord & Pierre Moran Malls — Elkhart**

**Baseball Standings**

**Phillies 4, Expos 1**

**PHILADELPHIA** — Kevin Gross threw a five-hitter and Mike Schmidt hit his fifth home run in seven games to lead the Philadelphia Phillies to a 4-1 victory over the Montreal Expos last night.

The Phillies' 10th victory in 12 games boosted the club to 500 for the first time this season.

Gross struck out seven and walked five in gaining his 14th win while allowing five hits and three walks this season.

**How you may save your life.**

**The Breakfast Club 9:30 am - 11:00 am**

**The Breakfast Club September 11 & 12**

**Parkway Center 9:30 am - 11:00 am**

**Seniors Club**

**The Breakfast Club September 11 & 12**

**Carroll Hall — SMC**

**20% Discount**

**University Park Mall and Concord & Pierre Moran Malls — Elkhart**

**They Only Met Once, But It Changed Their Lives Forever.**
Cross-country team hopes to stage repeat of 1984’s successful season

By PETE GEGEN
Sports Writer

The big question for the 1985 Notre Dame cross-country team is whether or not it can have a "Cinderella season" similar to the one last year's team had.

Despite problems caused by graduation, the 1984 team put together an undefeated season and finished 19th at the NCAA Championships.

But will the skipper fix this year? The Irish have lost three of their top five runners to graduation, and another runner, Mike Collins, is out until mid-October with an achilles injury. "I was a little worried when I came back from vacation summer," said senior Jim Tyler, "but after a few practices I saw we had a strong group."

Tyler, a three-time monogram winner for the Irish, and John Magill, a one-time monogram winner, are co-captains for the 1985 season.

Dingens a success - both on and off the field

This will be a big weekend for the Notre Dame football team, but for Irish defensive tackle Greg Dingens it will be important for more than football. The Michigan game isn’t the only noteworthy event on Dingens’ calendar for the next few days — on Friday afternoon the 6-5, 257-pound senior will be interviewing for admission to Michigan’s medical school.

“My biggest fear is surgery,” says Dingens, who has had to split his time this week between practice for the Michigan football team and preparing for Friday's interview. “I began the application process over the summer but I still have some follow-up procedures to handle. It’s an important date for me. Michigan is a really good medical school, so I’m pretty nervous about it.”

Dingens is a resident of Bloomfield Hills, Mich., a successful interview would be a stepping stone towards the realization of his dream, his career of becoming an orthopedic surgeon, and Michigan is the only medical school to which he has applied.

Dingens’ accomplishments are not unique when held up to the success of other students, both at Notre Dame and across the country, but in comparison to the nation’s field of college athletes, his achievements make him a model for the ideal student athlete. Dingens, who started playing football in the sixth grade, has Irish defensive line has helped him earn monograms in each of his first three seasons, while his hard work and dedication to academics has produced just under a 3.8 grade-point average over three years in Notre Dame’s rigorous pre-med program.

For a young player finding time for everything between football and schoolwork, says Dingens, “I’ve had to make a lot of sacrifices. It’s hard to come home from practice after getting gouged all day and then drag myself to the library to study. A lot of times I’d rather just relax and watch TV. I guess I’ve been pretty disciplined as far as that goes but I’ve still managed to keep a good perspective on things.”

His accomplishments over the past several years haven’t gone unnoticed — Dingens has been a second-team Academic All-America pick the past two years. But this year Dingens is acknowledging the culmination of all the effort he has put in during his years at Notre Dame. He is being considered as a candidate for a Rhodes Scholarship, an award that would open up a variety of new opportunities for him.

“At first I had my doubts about it (the scholarship), but I finally decided that I would pursue it," he says. "It would mean two more years of school and it requires a lot of work, but the application and interviews, but now I’m sure I would do it. It’s an opportunity that I just wouldn’t want to pass up."

Dingens Scholarship and a trip to Oxford would change his immediate plans as far as medical school is concerned, but the award also could have an effect on Dingens’ long-term goals.

"Going to England would be a tremendous opportunity," he says. "I could get a deferment from medical school for the two years that I’m in England, but I’m not sure if I’d return after those two years. I’d have an opportunity for travel and a lot of great experiences. I’m not sure what would happen in the future because the scholarship would open up a lot of different avenues for me.”

But when Saturday afternoon rolls around, Dingens will be concentrating only on opening up some avenues through the Wolverine offensive line.

A number of Notre Dame players who hail from the Michigan area will be making a homecoming this weekend in Ann Arbor. But the game will be a special sort of family affair for Irish senior Mike Larkin and Ron Plantz.

Larkin, a co-captain and starter at outside linebacker, is a familiar name to Michigan fans, not so much for his own accomplishments, but for those of his younger brother Barry. The younger Larkin was a two-time All-American at shortstop for the Wolverine baseball team and was selected for the 1984 Olympic team. He signed with the Cincinnati Reds last June, after they made him the fourth choice overall in the college draft.

"I tried my hardest, but I never could convince Barry to play football," recalls Wolverine coach Bo Schiefele. "He’d been a great defensive back for us. And as for Mike, I recruited him real hard but he decided against us. But I know the family very well and I know that Mike liked Michigan a lot." Schiefele had more success with Plantz’s younger brother John, a 6-5, 246-pound freshman offensive lineman on the Wolverines’ roster. But while Ron is a starter at center for the Irish, John still must work his way up the Michigan depth charts before he sees some playing time.

Liner to left of Padres’ Show puts Pete in record books

Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Pete Rose broke Ty Cobb's career hit record last night, 57 years to the day after 4,192 was a trademark single, giving the Cincinnati Reds player-manager the record at last and perhaps formally.

The hit was a liner to left field on a 2-1 pitch from San Diego Padres right-hander Eric Show with one out in the bottom of the first inning.

It may have been the biggest single hit in a century of baseball history.

With one swing of the bat, one of the biggest records in all of sports fell to the acclaimed, world-renowned hands of the 44-year-old Rose, who is in his 23rd major-league season.

Peter Edward Rose, the scrawny "Charlie Hustle" and future Hall of Famer, surpassed Tyms Raymond Cobb, the brawling "Georgia Peach" and original Hall of Famer, as baseball's all-time hit king.

Fittingly, the record-breaker came in the baseball stadium where Rose played his first 16 seasons and where he returned Aug. 10, 1984, a player-manager after a 5-year absence.

It was his 95th season of hit- ing from the beginning of a day-by-day countdown of the biggest record chase since Henry Aaron passed Babe Ruth in 1974.

Rose is in his 23rd major-league season.

"It's the 3,162nd single of Rose's career. He also has 738 doubles, 132 triples and 160 home runs.

Cobb's totals included 3,052 singles, 724 doubles, 297 triples and 115 home runs.

Rose’s return to Cincinnati, where he got his first hit on April 14, 1965, was the final stanza in this great script that has played out on the field and in the media.

"If Pete didn’t need a manager, he might not have gotten the chance," former teammate Johnnie Bench said. "Maybe it was fate or destiny."

If it was his destiny, at least Rose has tried to keep it in perspective of his dirt-to-diamonds career.

"When I get the record," Rose said, "I’ll still make me a player with the most hits. I’m also the player with the most at-bats and the most outs... I’ve never said I was a greater player than Cobb.

Indeed, Rose never expected to supplant Cobb, who built his record in 2,339 fewer at-bats over 24 seasons with an average of 62 points higher than Rose’s.

Cobb, who died in 1961, ended his career on Sept. 11, 1928, pop- ping out as a pinch-hitter for the Philadelphia Athletics at Yankee Stadium.

"No other record in no other sport has the impact of this," said the Padre’s Steve Garvey.

No one playing now is anywhere near Rose. The closest active player is Rod Carew of the California Angels with 3,050 hits, 1,162 back and 47th on the all-time hit list.

Rose is in the twilight of his career.

Rose’s record triggered celebration in Cincinnati.

His teammates streamed out of the dugout to congratulate him, Rose was hoisted briefly onto the shoulders of Tony Perone and Dave Concepcion. A sellout crowd, many of whom arrived too late to see the bit, cheered Rose with a standing ovation on the shoulder of first base coach Tommy Helmin.

Then his Detroit Padre Peter Jr. came out to congratulate him, and Rose motioned, "Play ball."

The first-base bag was removed and taken to the dugout, along with the historic bat, held by left fielder Carmelo Martinez.

Rose took the first pitch from Show high and outside, and he fouled the second pitch straight back. The third sailed inside and then Show dished up the record-breaker.

see ROSE, page 13